Introduction
Chaotic dynamical systems provide a significant new addition to the conventional dynamical repertoire of equilibrium and periodic oscillation. Central to their usefulness in describing observed random behavior is the issue of their stability and the observability of their bifurcation sequences in the presence of noise sources. In particular, given the fact that fluctuations are an important aspect of many-body systems, one would like to understand the role of fluctuations vis a vis the chaotic behavior generated by deterministic nonlinear dynamics.
Recently we have shown [1] that for a certain class of processes the effect of external fluctuations on the onset and properties of chaos can be described in fairly simple fashion. For systems displaying period-doubling bifurcations we found that the presence of noise leads to both a gap in the bifurcation sequence and a renormalization of the chaotic threshold. Furthermore, we noticed that for fixed parameter values the addition of noise to a nonlinear deterministic equation produces additional bifurcations,t which can be observed in measurable properties such as power spectra. These effects are of importance to current attempts at understanding turbulent behavior of fluids and solids in terms of chaotic, deterministic models.
In this paper we discuss in detail the effects of fluctuations on the cascade bifurcation to chaos. By the cascade bifurcation we shall mean not only the infinite sequence of subharmonic bifurcations, at each stage of which the period of a limit cycle is doubted, but also the symmetric bifurcation sequence above the chaotic threshold, in which n bands of a chaotic attractor merge pairwise to form an n/2-band attractor. Ample illustration of the cascade bifurcation follows in the next section.
Previous work discussed the effect of external fluctuations on the cascade bifurcation found in a driven nonlinear oscillator [1] . That study was motivated in part by the fact that in condensed matter systems thermal fluctuations play an important role which had to be incorporated into the nonlinear equations leading to solid-state turbulence [2] . More generally, though, the cascade bifurcation sequence and its alteration in the presence of fluctuations is of interest in systems that range from fluid flows [3, 41 to noise phenomena in solid-state systems [5] . Moreover, this bifurcation sequence is found in numerical studies of a wide range of mathematical models, including nonlinear ordinary [6, 7] and partial [8] differential equations. In the experimental observation of bifurcation sequences in Bénard flow [3] and spherical Couette flow [4] one observes only a finite number (<4) of bifurcations in the cascade sequence, whereas the scaling theory developed by Feigenbaum [9] and Collet and Eckmann [10] for the period-doubling half of the cascade requires that the dynamics undergo an infinite number of bifurcations before the transition to chaos. Indeed, it is in just this limit of infinite bifurcation that the scaling theory becomes exact. As previously suggested [1] , this discrepancy can be explained by the interaction of external fluctuations and the deterministic sequence of bifurcations.
From a study of the geometry of the attractors found in the driven anharmonic oscillator [1] , we found that increased noise levels could induce a transition to chaotic behavior. Furthermore, rather than destabilizing or erradicating chaotic motions in the phase space, noise enhanced the chaotic behavior, while destroying periodic orbits. That is, the local instabilities responsible for the deterministic chaotic behavior actually increased the observability of chaos in the presence of fluctuations. Using Feigenbaum's scaling theory and the existence of the bifurcation gap, we derived a scaling relationship for the noise dependence of observable bifurcations in a cascade. These features were also found in a one-dimensional map typical of those for which the universal scaling theory was developed [ii.
The present paper reports in more detail the results of our study of one-dimensional maps, that is, of
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nonlinear transformations of the unit interval onto itself. The main results of our paper can be summarized as follows. In the absence of noise, we verify numerically the scaling predictions of Huberman and Rudnick for the behavior of the Lyapunov characteristic exponent A and discuss several other features of A found in the cascade bifurcation. The Lyapunov characteristic exponent can be thought of as a disorder parameter for chaos [11] . We show that the existence of a bifurcation gap implies a scaling behavior for the chaotic threshold and determine the associated exponent. By realizing that fluctuations act as a disordering field on the deterministic dynamics, we obtain a scaling relation between various critical exponents relating the effect of noise on A, and develop the notion of a noise susceptibility. We also show that even in the periodic regime there is a non-trivial effect of external fluctuations on the period-doubling bifurcations. This is reflected in the fact that not only higher periods become obliterated by increasing noise, but the bifurcation points themselves become blurred. In particular, at the points of bifurcation, A no longer vanishes as it does in the deterministic limit.
In section 2 we review the dynamics of maps of the interval in the absence of noise. We present a typical map which displays the cascade bifurcation and analyze it in detail. We summarize the scaling theory of bifurcations and discuss the Lyapunov characteristic exponent as a measure of the stability of the asymptotic behavior. Section 3 considers the effects of noise on the cascade bifurcation sequence and the onset of chaos. A rule is developed that allows the effect of noise at a fixed parameter value to be predicted from the knowledge of the purely deterministic dynamics at adjacent parameter values. In section 4 we discuss the role of noise as a disordering field and the scaling behavior of the noise critical exponents. Section 5 contains a summary of the scaling ideas and discusses the applicability of these ideas to physical systems. We then mention other questions related to the interaction of chaotic dynamics, external fluctuations, and observational noise. A set of appendices discusses details of the effect of fluctuations on a driven anharmonic oscillator, the scaling of the characteristic exponent within the period-doubling regime, and the noise equivalence rule of section 3.
Dynamics in the absence of fluctuations
Dynamical systems theory [121describes the time evolution of a system as a trajectory, or an orbit, in a phase space of the system's possible states. Typically, the physically interesting behavior of a system is that which is observed after initial transients have died away. The set of states which an orbit eventually visits is called the system's attractor. The study of dynamical systems considers not only the structure of attractors but also the qualitative change, or bifurcation, from one type to another as some parameter is smoothly varied.
Since the first physically-motivated study of chaotic dynamics by Lorenz [13] , one-dimensional (1D) maps have played a fundamental role in the field's development despite their apparent simplicity. The 1D map obtained from a system of ordinary differential equations captures the essential geometry underlying the chaotic dynamics. Although such a reduction of dimension (from three to one, in Lorenz's case) cannot be uniformly applied to all dynamical systems, for many problems the technique provides more than sufficient heuristic insight into the processes responsible for chaotic behavior. Specifically, by identifying all the points which asymptotically merge, that is, all the points on the same stable manifold, it is possible to summarize many of the properties of a simple chaotic attractor in three dimensions by a ID map.
For dissipative systems with a chaotic attractor that appears locally two-dimensional, a cross section through the attractor intersects it in some curve. One can then consider the dynamics as a map from this cross section onto itself; this map is called the Poincaré map. By parametrizing points on the curve of intersection (from 0 to 1) and collecting a set of successive points {x 1, x2, x3,.. .} as an orbit passes through the section, the dynamics of the attractor can be summarized in a one-dimensional map of the form x,,~1= f(x~),
where x~is the nth crossing of the orbit through the section and where f is a nonlinear function on the unit interval. In this sense, discrete time maps summarize the dynamics underlying chaotic behavior found in higher dimensional systems. From their simplicity, 1D maps have developed as prototypical models in the study of chaotic dynamics [14] .
For dissipative dynamical systems, such as discrete mappings and ordinary and partial differential equations, that exhibit cascading bifurcations, the dynamics can be described in practice by a 1D map with a single smooth maximum. An example of such maps is provided by the logistic equation, which is defined by Xn+irxn(1Xn), O<Xn<1, and where the bifurcation parameter r (0< r <4) determines the height of the quadratic function f(x) = x(1 -x). As a graphic example of the complexity present in this class of maps, the bifurcation diagram of fig. 1 presents the change in the attractor of eq. (2-2) as a function of the bifurcation parameter r in the regime [3, 4] . At a fixed parameter value in the bifurcation diagram, a periodic orbit consists of a countable set of points, while a chaotic attractor fills out dense bands within the unit interval. Figure 2 shows the probability density for the two bands at r = 3.59687. The dominant bifurcation sequence seen in fig. 1 is the single 2~cascade, through which the attractor first becomes chaotic and eventually fills the interval via the pairwise merging of bands. The period-doubling and band merging accumulates at a value P-2 P-4 P-B P-7 P-B P-4
3.0 r rp-~P-5 P-3 4.0 Fig. I . The attractor versus bifurcation parameter r for the logistic map, eq. (2-2), x~+1 = rx,,(1 -x~).700 iterations plotted after an initial 500 iterations for each increment in the bifurcation parameter. The parameter was incremented 1000 times in the interval [3, 4] . For the sake of clarity and resolution, only the bifurcation diagram for r in [3, 4] is shown. For r in [0, 1], x~= 0 is the stable behavior; and for r in [1, 3] , one has a stable fixed point described by x = (r -1)/r.
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4.0 r=3.59687 Fig. 2 . Normalized probability density P(x) of the two band attractor at r = 3.59687 shown on a logarithmic scale. P(x) is a histogram of i0 7 iterations of eq. (2-2) partitioned into 1000 bins. The peaks in P(x) are successive images of the maximum, or critical point, x~. Note that each band is a mirror image of the other. r= 3.569945672... after an infinite number of bifurcations. In the chaotic regime above r~, one finds small windows of higher period cascades with periods q x 2~,with q an integer and where n denotes the degree of the period-doubling of a fundamental periodic orbit of period q. Within each such window, one also finds the associated reverse bifurcation [7] of q x 2"~'bands merging into q X 2" bands. In what follows we will call q the periodicity of the cascade; q = 1 for the primary cascade described above [15] .
To describe in more detail the structure apparent in fig. 1 we now focus on the successive images of the map's maximum, called the map's critical point x~, where the slope vanishes. Oneof the more striking features of the bifurcation diagram above rĩs the veil-like structure highlighted by dark lines which vary smoothlywith the parameter. As the attractors in the chaotic regime consist of dense subsets of the interval rather than discrete points, one needs to consider the action of the map on a probability distribution. The dark lines in the diagram correspond, then, to successive images of the critical point and indicate regions of high probability density. These are seen in fig. 2 as spikes in the probability density. To describe their dependence on the bifurcation parameter r, it is useful to write
with F(r, x) = rx(1 -x) in our example. Then the mth image of th~critical point, x= 0.5, is a polynomial in r, F m(r, 0.5), where Fm(r, x) = F(F"'(r, x)). For example, above r~,the first image of xd efines the upper bound on {x~}; it is the straight line
seen in fig. 1 . Similarly, the second image defines the lower bound on {x~} which is given by
Further iterates of the critical point must lie between these two. For example, the third iterate 
which gives rmerge = 3.67857351 -... It is now apparent that each of the dark lines in the chaotic region of the bifurcation diagram corresponds to one of the images of the critical point Xc.
The appearance of stable periodic orbits within the chaotic regime is signalled by the qth iterate of the critical point mapping onto itself; that is,
As can be seen in the diagram, the labeled q-periodic regimes coincide with the crossing of the qth iterate of the critical point F~(r, x~)through x= 0.5. In fact, the period q orbit becomes stable just before this point which is the point of superstability. The number of windows of a particular periodicity increases with q and each of these windows is generally of different width. Furthermore, the width of these windows decreases rapidly with increasing q [7] . In the chaotic regime, one can see the unstable remnants of the orbits of period 2" which were stable below r,~.Indeed, once an orbit comes into existence at a given parameter value it does not vanish at higher parameter values, although its stability may change. These remnants are apparent as particularly low values in the probability density within the chaotic bands and emanate from the points at which the bands join. The white streaks corresponding to these unstable orbits are seen most readily when viewing fig. 1 from the side, looking parallel to the r-axis in the direction of decreasing r.
Despite the existence of such detailed structure, the bifurcation diagram exhibits a high degree of self-similarity. By self-similarity we mean the property of objects whose structure, as observed on one length scale, is repeated on successively smaller scales [16] .To describe this, we denote the value of r at a bifurcation by rmn, where, if m <n, a periodic orbit bifurcates from period m to period n and, if m > n, m bands merge into n bands. If we consider the bifurcation diagram for r in [1, 4] Within this scheme, the period 7 window just below r = 4.0 gives rise to a period 14 counterpart just below r21. Such self-similarity is also found within each window of higher periodicity.
Feigenbaum [9] has developed a scaling theory for the non-chaotic period-doubling side of the cascade bifurcation in 1D maps which exactly describes this self-similarity in the limit of highly where 8 = 4.69920. . . depends only on the (quadratic) nature of the maximum of the map. It also predicts that the width of bifurcation "forks" in the periodic regime which stradle x~decreases by a spatial rescaling constant a = 2.502907876.... Lorenz [7] , in turn, has shown that the bifurcation parameters for the band joinings in the chaotic regime also scale in this manner and that the width of the band containing xscales by a at band-merging bifurcations. Grossman and Thomae were apparently the first to measure the scaling factor 8 for both the period-doubling and band-merging bifurcations [15] . Furthermore, the bifurcation parameters describing the cascades in all of the windows of higher periodicity exhibit this scaling behavior.
In the study of chaotic dynamics it is often useful to have some measure of the degree of randomness generated by the deterministic equations. Several quantities have been developed for this, but we shall only consider those related to orbital stability. Orbital stability for a given orbit depends on the behavior of its neighboring orbits. If points near an orbit converge toward it, then it is stable to small perturbations and is said to be locally stable. An orbit will be attracting, that is asymptotically stable, if on the a~veragealong the orbit it is locally stable. If neighboring points diverge away from an orbit, the correspc~ndingbehavior will be sensitive to small perturbations. In this case, the instability will amplify the perturbations and the orbit will be locally unstable, even if the orbit initially converged toward some attractor.
In the case of 1D maps, these stability criteria are measured directly by the slope of the map at points visited by an orbit. In particular, if the slope at a point is less than one, nearby points will be brought closer to it at the next iteration of the map. Similarly, if the slope at a point is greater than one, nearby points will be spread apart under iteration of the map. An asymptotically stable orbit, then, requires the geometric average of these slopes along the orbit to be less than one. When this average is greater than one the orbit is unstable and, consequently, initially small deviations from the orbit will increase under iteration of the map.
This sensitivity to small deviations has important consequences for the physical behavior associated with chaotic dynamical systems. For if these deviations are due to some initial uncertainty in specifying or measuring a state, then this uncertainty will grow (exponentially, at first) until one can no longer predict the state of the system within the attractor. The information about the initial state of the system is lost in a finite amount of time and so the system is effectively unpredictable [18, 19] . This sensitivity to small errors can be considered one of the defining features of chaos [20] .This in turn leads to a physical interpretation of the degree of randomness, given by the average local stability, as the rate at which information about states is lost [18, 19] .
The measure of average local stability, the Lyapunov characteristic exponent A, can be expressed in two different, but related, ways [21] .The first is the information-theoretic entropy, given in the case of 1D maps [19] by
where P(x) is the asymptotic probability distribution of an orbit at a given parameter value, such as shown in fig. 2 , and!' is the slope of the map. If one assumes ergodicity of the orbit within the attractor, there is an alternative form for computing A(r). It is given by
In If'(r, x~)l. (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11) With this definition the measure of average local stability is such that if (i) A(r)<0, the orbit is stable and periodic;
(ii) A(r) = 0, the orbit is neutrally stable; and (iii) A(r) >0, the orbit is locally unstable and chaotic.
Many of the features found in the bifurcation diagram of fig. 1 are reflected in the curve of the characteristic exponent as a function of r. This curve is shown in fig. 3 for the parameter regime of fig. 1 . For r < r~,A (r) 0, indicating the existence of periodic orbits only. In this regime, the period-doubling "pitchfork" bifurcations occur where A vanishes. That is, an orbit must first pass through a neutrally stable attractor before it can take on a qualitatively different structure. Between these bifurcations, A approaches -oc as the critical point x~becomes a point on the periodic orbit. The orbit is said to be superstable. The logarithmic divergence of A at this value of the parameter is easily inferred from eq. (2-10) or (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11) because the slope at the critical point vanishes (see appendix B). The relaxation of initial transients onto the periodic orbit differs on either side of these superstable bifurcations. For r less than the bifurcation value TsuperstabIe, the approach of an initial transient is (eventually) from only one side; while for r> rsu~rstab1e, a transient orbit alternates from one side of points on the periodic orbit to the other. For example, the period 1 orbit becomes superstable at r = 2. For r <2, any initial condition will approach from the left of x~,even though it may have started from the right half of the interval. For r >2, initial transients alternate sides as they approach the periodic orbit. The period 2 orbit which becomes superstable at r = 3.236068... consists of two points. The transients in this case for r < Tsuperstabie eventually approach only from the lower side of each point, while for r> rsui,~ystabIethey approach the points of the attractor from each side. The change in stability associated with the superstable bifurcation is clear in the A (r) curve, despite the fact that it is not at all visible in the bifurcation diagram of fig. 1 .
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ig. 3. Characteristic exponent versus bifurcation paranset~r for the logistic equation calculated using eq. (2.11) for 30000 iterations at each of 7000 increments of r in [3, 4] .
Finally at r = r~,A = 0 and one sees a bifurcation to chaotic behavior indicated by positive A for r> r~.Huberman and Rudnick [22] have recently shown that the envelope of A near r~displays universal behavior reminiscent of an order parameter near the critical point of a phase transition. That is, one can write (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11) (12) with r = In(2)/ln (8) An estimate of Aq can be based on the observation that at band joinings A is inversely proportional to the number of bands. Specifically, at a bifurcation from q 2" to q -2"' bands, the characteristic exponent is given bỹ
where the approximation is less than a few percent and k is the constant of proportionality of (2-9)
which depends on the periodicity q [23] .
I.0 r r~3.885 When one looks for the feature in A (r) corresponding to bands merging the self-similarity again becomes apparent in the A (r) curve of fig. 3 . There is a peculiar upturn of A(r) toward ln(2) near r = 4.0 [24] .This upturn also displays a critical behavior given by [10] 
where b is a constant. In this regime, there is a conspicious absence of negative dips in A(r) indicating the existence of little observable periodic behavior. These features also occur for values of r <4.0 at which bands merge. Several of the corresponding "steps" in A(r) can be seen in fig. 3 . One of them is shown magnified in fig. 5 near the merging of two bands into one. Using eqs. (2-13) and (2-15), we obtain the following expression for A (r) near band joinings
where bq depends on the periodicity q. Thus, as one would expect, the entire A(r) curve exhibits the same type of self-similarity as the bifurcation diagram. A(r) in each of these self-similar subintervals is very near one-half of that in the preceding subinterval. Again, knowledge of the structure of the A(r) curve in [r 2..1, 4.0] is sufficient to (qualitatively) determine the entire curve for [re, 4.0] . Although A (r) is continuous in the chaotic regime, it does not converge to a limit curve with increasing resolution in r. It is a curve of infinite length that admits of no closed form representation. Some of the features associated with this property can be described by different types of self-similarity. Furthermore, these self-similar features can be described by a "fractal" dimension [161.
To emphasize the unusual nature of the A (r) curve, we shall mention three occurrences of self-similar structure. The first is the global self-similarity found in the bifurcation diagram. The features between r2_1 and r 4.0 are repeated on smaller scales (reduced by a factor of 8) as one approaches rfrom above. This self-similarity has already been discussed above. Another property of the A(r) curve in the chaotic regime is that at every degree of resolution in r, there are windows of periodic behavior corresponding to the negative dips in A(r). The width of the windows rapidly decreases with increasing periodicity q. The number of windows observed at a given resolution in r appears, from our numerical 
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work, to be roughly independent of the resolution at which A(r) is studied. This is the second self-similar feature of A (r): a local self-similarity. It depends on the parameter r and gives a measure of the density of periodic windows in the chaotic regime. These two features, and the self-similar character they lend to A(r), can be summarized by the fractal dimension of the A(r) curve itself. We have measured the fractal dimension of A(r) for r in [re,41 using a standard algorithm discussed by Mandeibrot [16] . The fractal dimension of a curve describes how the curve's length increases when measured on smaller scales. To apply this to the curve of fig. 3 , we measure the length of A(r) in units of s~r, where s is some multiple of the increment~r in parameter used in making fig. 3 . The fractal dimension /3 is obtained then by varying the size of the measuring unit. The number N of measuring units of size s~r is given by
where A is some constant dependent on t~r. The results of these length measurements are shown on a log-log plot in fig. 6 . We have taken s = 2", n 0, 1,..., 11, and found /3 = 1.69 and A = 4.63 X iO~for r in [re,4] . The fact that b is not 1, as would be the case for a simple smooth curve, indicates that as the measuring unit is decreased by 2 (say), more than twice as many units are required to cover A(r). Thus, as the resolution is increased more features in A(r) become apparent, so that in the limit the length,
The last self-similar feature we shall mention is the fractal dimension of the attractors themselves. Periodic orbits and chaotic attractors have trivial fractal dimensions 0 and 1, respectively. The former consist of a countable number of discrete points and the latter fill out dense bands in the interval. At the transitions to chaos, however, where A (r) vanishes, the attractors have a self-similar structure: the uncountable number of points on these orbits are distributed by factors of Feigenbaum's spatial scaling constant a. The fractal dimension of these attractors has recently been calculated to be dtransition = 0.538... [25] .
These self-similar features are substantially modified in the presence of fluctuations. The fractal dimension of each, though, still gives a qualitative measure of the level at which fluctuations truncate the self-similar structure. We shall return to this point at the end of the following section. 
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As a concluding remark, we should point out that self-similarity also leads to scaling predictions relating to the behavior of the power spectra associated with deterministic noise [26] . Once again, one can associate universal exponents with both the growth of deterministic noise as a function of the control parameter and the width of the bands past the bifurcation cascade.
This ends our review of the dynamics of 1D maps in the absence of fluctuations. In this section, we have emphasized the self-similarity of the dynamics as a function of the bifurcation parameter r. In the following sections we shall discuss how this self-similarity allows for a scaling description of the effect of fluctuations on the cascade bifurcation. In particular, we will study the effect of noise on the fractal attractor at r~and will find that noise can be described by a scaling theory, such as found in the theory of critical phenomena. This noise scaling is also of interest in the study of the effect of noise on the fractal structure of chaotic attractors in higher dimension, even away from period doubling bifurcations.
Dynamics in the presence of fluctuations
The nature of the fluctuations introduced into a dynamical model depends on the coupling between the physical process to be described and the source of random perturbations. In describing a physical system specified by a set of differential equations, dynamical systems theory considers the action of a flow on a suitable phase space of states. From this perspective fluctuations can enter in two ways: first, as an "external" stochastic force that perturbs the phase space trajectory; and second, as a random perturbation of the parameters specifying the flow itself. We shall call the first additive noise and the second parametric noise. The analog of additive noise for 1D maps is of the following form,
where p~represents a random deviation from the deterministic orbit. For parametric noise, the fluctuations perturb the form of the nonlinear function or the parameters in the map. For example, if we write the deterministic equation as
with r as the bifurcation parameter, then parametric fluctuations would be of the form
with q~representing the fluctuations in the parameter r. In the case of 1D maps, the two physically distinct types of fluctuation reduce to basically the same form, namely that of eq. (3-1), except that eq. (3-4) has different statistics for the "external" stochastic force: qf(x~)rather than just p,,. This will introduce higher-order correlations, but for small fluctuations the systems of eqs. uniform random variable with standard deviation u and zero mean. We have found that the results do not depend significantly on the choice of distribution. We will refer to o-as the noise level of the fluctuations.
A heuristic description of fluctuations, as imposing a minimum scale of deterministic resolution, leads one to properly anticipate the bifurcation diagram in the presence of noise. Figure 7 illustrates the effects of noise on the 1D map, with p,, a Gaussian random variable of standard deviation~-= iO~. As can be seen in comparing figures 1 and 7, the fluctuations truncate the detailed structure by smearing the sharp features of the probability distribution of the attractors seen in fig. 1 . An example of this effect on two bands is shown in fig. 8 for r = 3.7 and o~= iO~.This should be compared to fig. 2 . The periodic regime, where the orbits are slightly broadened, is easily distinguished from the chaotic regime, where the distribution of points within the bands appears more uniform than in fig. 1 . When fluctuations of sufficient amplitude are added, periodic orbits broaden into bands similar to chaotic attractors. As one would expect, the reverse process of chaotic attractors turning into periodic orbits does not happen. In other words, fluctuations generally increase the degree of randomness or chaos in the dynamics, while destroying the periodic windows encountered in the chaotic regime. This enhanced "observability" of the chaotic behavior in the presence of fluctuations originates in the local instabilities underlying the deterministic chaos. Thus fluctuations affect the local stability properties of the attractors, while leaving their global stability relatively unchanged.
Some of the structure observed in the deterministic limit (o-= 0) is still visible above rwhen noise is added. In particular, it is evident from fig. 7 that in the chaotic regime a period three orbit is still present, although, windows of higher periodicity are not. The cascades of higher periodicity become unobservable at noise levels whose intensities are proportional to the parameter width of the window. Also, as shown in figures 7 and 8, the images of the critical point still appear as regions of higher probability, but with fewer of the higher iterates encountered in the deterministic limit. Furthermore, for the noise level of fig. 7 , a period of four is the highest that remains in the primary 2" cascade, while all higher periods are washed out.
To summarize the effects of noise for a given cascade, we will define~as the noise level that results in a maximum observable period p. This quantity determines a lower bound on those periods which have been washed out. The effect on the primary 2" cascade is illustrated by a diagram, shown in fig. 9 , displaying a gap in the observable periods which increases with noise level. This gap represents the set of attractors (both periodic orbits and chaotic bands) of periods greater than p which are inaccessible at a particular noise level o~,. Figure 9 shows the qualitative dependence of the gap on the noise level, where the vertical axis denotes the period p = 2" of periodic orbits or the number of bands p = 2" of the chaotic attractor. The deterministic limit a-= 0 corresponds to the full cascade bifurcation. With increasing noise level, though, a symmetric gap in the bifurcation sequence appears, rendering unobservable successively more periodic and chaotic bifurcations. The gap in fig. 9 symbolizes a set of forbidden attractors whose periods cannot be observed at a given noise level. Both the largest Fig. 9 . The set of observable attractors for the cascade bifurcation as a function of (normalized) noise level. The vertical axis denotes the period p of an attractor given (I), in the case of a driven oscillator [1] ,by the ratio of the response period to the period of the driving force, or (ii), in general, by the period (number of bands) of the periodic (chaotic) attractor. The noise level ci along the horizontal axis corresponds to the standard deviation of thermal-like fluctuations in which the system is immersed. The shaded area represents the set, or "gap", of unobservable attractors obliterated by a given level of fluctuations.
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observable period and maximum number of observable bands decrease with increasing noise level a-. As an example of the alteration of the cascade bifurcation with noise level, consider starting in fig. 9 from a period 4 orbit at a-0. As the noise level is increased from this point, the gap is finally reached at a--~-5 x i0~where the attractor appears almost like a 4 band chaotic attractor. The attractors observed at higher noise levels are those along the upper boundary of the gap, within the chaotic regime. That is, increasing noise levels strengthen the band-like character of the attractor, eventually inducing a transition to a chaotic attractor. This transition from a noisy periodic attractor to a chaotic one corresponds to a vertical jump across the gap. The attractor reaches another transition point at a--= 10~where the fluctuations have become strong enough to broaden the four chaotic bands into two bands. A similar transition takes place, in principle, at a--~2 x 102 where the 2 band attractor will broaden into one band. Similarly, at a fixed noise level in fig. 9 , one encounters a transition to a chaotic attractor at parameter values which decrease with increasing noise level. Thus the existence of the gap also illustrates the fact that fluctuations can induce a transition to chaos at a lower threshold.
Since the exact values of a-and p for which a gap appears depends on the determination of when a given period becomes unobservable with increasing noise, we have calculated the Lyapunov characteristic exponent curve to provide a consistent measure of the onset of chaos as a function of noise level. When noise is added, the distinction between periodic orbits and chaotic attractors is no longer as straightforward as in the deterministic limit: all attractors eventually fill out intervals whose width depends on the noise level. Nevertheless, there is a qualitative difference between the stability properties of the two types of noisy attractors, a difference which is reflected in the behavior of the characteristic exponent. In calculating the characteristic exponent in the presence of noise, we used eq.
(2-il) with f' the derivative of the deterministic map evaluated at points along an orbit {x 0} taken from iterates of eq. (3-1) . Figure 10 shows our computation of A (r) at the same noise level as the bifurcation diagram of fig. 7 . When this is compared to the deterministic case, fig. 3 , several changes are immediately apparent. First, the small parameter windows of periodic behavior in the chaotic regime disappear. Second, the higher-order period-doubling bifurcations merge into a single smooth curve near r~. Third, bifurcations between periodic orbits, where A = 0 in the absence of noise, become more stable when fluctuations are added. Fourth, the first transition to positive A occurs earlier in the bifurcation sequence. We will continue to associate this latter feature with the onset of chaotic behavior. And finally, the value of A at parameter values that are chaotic in the deterministic limit is effected substantially less than for the case of periodic behavior. In most chaotic regimes the addition of noise leaves A unchanged over some range of noise level.
Figures 7 and 10 were constructed using additive noise at fixed parameter values. A study of these figures makes it clear that it is difficult to anticipate the effect of adding noise unless the behavior of the deterministic system is known at adjacent parameter values. Roughly speaking, adding fluctuations alters a deterministic orbit so that it wanders over points on the attractors at adjacent parameter values. This suggests a simple model for the action of noise on the deterministic behavior: the effect of fluctuations is to average the structure of deterministic attractors over some range of nearby parameters. That is to say, there is an equivalence between a perturbation of an orbit and a perturbation of the map itself, in the sense that at each iteration the effect of a perturbation of an orbit can also be obtained by a suitable change in parameter. With this equivalence, all of the features of the bifurcation diagram, fig. 7 , and the A(r) curve, fig. 10 , can be understood, as well as other consequences of adding noise.
To understand why this averaging of parameters is effective, consider an orbit {x 0} of eq. (3-1), generated by some particular sequence of fluctuations {p,,}. If just the right sequence of fluctuations {q~} occurs, an identical trajectory will be produced by a parametric noise process of the form of eq. (3-3) or (3) (4) . This sequence {q~}can be found by equating the trajectories step by step, that is,
= rf(x~)+p= (r+q~)f(x~). (3-5)
For the case f(x) = x (1 -x) we obtain the following equation for q(
1-x,)~(3-6)
That is, at each iteration the effective parameter value is r' = r + q~.For this particular iteration, the noisy system behaves just like a purely deterministic system at parameter value r', except that the point x,, is not necessarily on the attractor for this parameter. Therefore, the attractor of the noisy system can be approximated by an appropriately weighted average of the deterministic attractors at nearby parameter values. As may be seen from eq. (3-6), the statistical properties of {q,,} are quite different from those of {p~}. Since q~depends on x~,its statistics may be as complicated as those of x~.For example, suppose the deterministic attractor is a period 2 orbit and the additive fluctuations p,. are small. Because the two points of the orbit have different values, eq. (3-6) says that the fluctuations q~with odd n will on the average have a different magnitude than those with n even. Thus, in this case, if the additive fluctuations are ergodic, the parametric fluctuations are not. In addition, {q~}need not be Gaussian, even if {p~} is.
To calculate the statistical properties of {q,,} exactly would require simulating the orbit {x~}. Nevertheless, very crude estimates of a few moments of q~,together with a knowledge of the deterministic bifurcations, provide a good understanding of the effect of additive noise. In what follows, we will estimate the first two moments of the equivalent parametric noise q,,. We will then discuss how this can be used to explain the observed effects of noise on figures 1 and 3.
We will now compute the average of q~.Since the fluctuations p,, are statistically independent of xw e can write (x~(i-x,,) (x~(1 -x~) 
(q,~)=(p~J(x~(i-x~))) = (p~~(lI
which, unfortunately, depends on an unknown moment of x~.However, in many cases this moment can be estimated. For example, if the deterministic orbit approaches a fixed point, and the additive noise is small, the value of the fixed point can be used to obtain a good estimate of (q~).To do this for a limit cycle, the fluctuations about each point on the deterministic orbit must be considered separately, since in this case the fluctuations qãre not ergodic. A simpler, but less accurate, expression may be obtained by rewriting x,, (1 -x~)in terms of x,,+ 1,
Squaring, substituting this into eq. (3-8), and expanding the denominator, we obtain
10) with p,, and x,÷1correlated. If p. is small, however, the dominant factor determining x,,÷1is x,,, and p,, will be approximately uncorrelated with x~±1. With this assumption, we find cr0 -~-ra-,~1/x 2)"2 (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11) where 0q and o-~are the standard deviations of q~and p 0, respectively. To estimate (1/x 2), we define t~x2= x2 -(x2). If (1~x2) (x2), then (1/x2) can be expanded to give
which is a good approximation for periodic orbits. For chaotic attractors there is no reason to assume (z~x2)~(x2) unless the probability density is sharply peaked or consists of bands. From numerical calculations, however, the moments in eqs. (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) , (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11) and (3-12a) all agree to within less than a percent for rin [3, 4] .
In practice, then, very coarse approximations are effective. For example, if we take r = 4.0 where the chaotic attractor fills the entire interval, approximate (x2)"2 by its median value of 0.5, and take z~x2= 0, we can obtain a crude approximation from eq. (3-12a) for the standard deviation of the equivalent parametric noise level 0~qfor a given additive noise level a-p. This estimate is given by a-0~'8cr,,.
With this equivalence, it is possible to construct a good approximation to the noisy bifurcation diagram of fig. 7 from the deterministic bifurcation diagram of fig. 1 . We have the following rule: the behavior in the presence of noise can be determined by a weighted average over nearby deterministic dynamics with a distribution in r of standard deviation a-0. For example, uniform averaging over a fixed range in r yields a good approximation to observed effects of fluctuations. To obtain the bifurcation diagram for fig. 7 from that of fig. 1 , the averaging should use a window in r several standard deviations wide. Specifically, the standard deviation for parameter averaging in this case should be a-0 8 x llT~. Appendix C discusses the use of this rule in more detail.
This rule provides a simple explanation of the bifurcation gap schematically shown in fig. 9 . In the deterministic limit, for parameters close to r~,it is possible to resolve a periodic orbit or a chaotic attractor of arbitrarily high period. If noise is added, however, the higher periods become unresolvable. According to the rule, this is due to the noise averaging over adjacent higher and lower period attractors. In particular, the transition to chaos lowers with increasing noise level as the behavior is averaged over a wider range of parameters so that periodic orbits at successively lower parameters are averaged with chaotic attractors.
Above r~, the averaging over nearby parameters smears out all windows of periodic behavior, except the large period 3 window. As has been observed by Mayer-Kress and Haken [27] , the effect of noise on the asymptotic probability density of this particular orbit is quite different than the effect of noise on (say) the period 4 orbit in the main period-doubling sequence. The probability density for the period 4 orbit consists of four delta functions in the deterministic limit. As fluctuations are added to the system, these delta functions broaden, with essentially zero density in between them. As more noise is added, this process continues until eventually the peaks merge pairwise so that the period of four is lost, leaving only two bands. The behavior of the period 3 orbit is quite different, as shown in the noise bifurcation diagram of fig. 11 . As noise is added, in addition to some thickening of the three delta functions, a broad background suddenly fills in between the peaks. The sequence of probability distributions of fig. 12 illustrate the noise-induced bifurcations in more detail. With further increases in noise level, this background rises until the peaks are eventually washed out, as seen in fig. 12c . The changes in structure of P(x) are also reflected in the characteristic exponent versus noise level curve of fig. 13 . The rapid rise of A for small noise corresponds to the broadening of the delta functions of the 0.0 fig. 7 . The noise induces a bifurcation from the orbit, while the nearly linear increase in A formoderate ci corresponds to period three orbit to a single band at a lower noise level than (say)in the the rise of the single band "floor" in P(x) seen in the previous sequence 2~cascade, as it is closer, in the sense ofequivalent parametric noise, to of figures. the single large chaotic band at slightly lower parameter. deterministic period 3 orbit, while for larger a-the nearly linear increase in A reflects the rise of the background "floor" in P(x) seen in figures 11 and 12.
To understand this effect in terms of equivalent parametric noise, notice that the period 3 orbit is close to a chaotic attractor that is a single band as wide as the period 3 orbit itself. At a sufficiently large noise level this chaotic attractor is averaged with the period 3 orbit, thereby creating the broad background in the probability density.
In contrast to the sensitivity of periodic behavior to added noise, we find that within various parameter regimes chaotic behavior is relatively insensitive to noise over a wide range of noise levels. As an example of this, consider the single band attractor at r = 3.7. Figure 14 contains probability distributions showing the attractor at r = 3.7 in the presence of noise at two different levels. Although increased noise obliterates the detailed delta-function structure in the distributions, the gross features, such as the width and average height of P(x), are unchanged. As a quantitative measure of this insensitivity, fig. 15 shows the characteristic exponent as a function of noise at r = 3.7. Over a range in noise level similar to the previous figure, there is essentially no change in the characteristic exponent. This behavior is found for many chaotic regimes, although the corresponding range of noise levels depends on the particular band structure. As long as the noise affects only the delta-function structure, the characteristic exponent will change little, but once the noise starts to widen the chaotic bands the exponent will change noticeably. This depends on the degree to which noise changes the probability Fig. 14 . Logarithmic plot of (unnormalized) probability density for the density (say) by widening it or by filling gaps. For the case of a single single band at r = 3.7 andtwo noise levels: (a)ci = iO~and(b) ci = iO'. band, noise obliterates the peak structure, but this does not contribute The noise obliterates the detailed structure of the delta functions, but significantly to the valueof A, and so A is relatively independent of noise otherwise does not change the width or height of P(x).
level.
We can extend the equivalent parametric noise rule to describe the noise-induced changes in A (r). Rather than averaging attractors at adjacent parameter values, we simply average the value of the characteristic exponent at nearby parameters. The deterministic A(r) curve of fig. 3 may be smoothed with a Gaussian distribution of standard deviation a-0 -8 x iO~to obtain an approximation to the A (r) curve of fig. 10 . The result of this is shown in fig. 16 .
The fractal dimension of the A (r) curve, mentioned at the end of the previous section, provided a rough measure of the sensitivity of the self-similar dynamics to the addition of noise. In light of our discussion of the approximate equivalence between additive and parametric noise, we expect that at a given additive noise level o~.periodic windows in the chaotic regime of size cr 0 or smaller will be unobservable. Thus, in the sense that the fractal dimension of A (r) quantifies the repetition of bifurcation structure on successively smaller scales, it is also a measure of how this detail is washed out at a given noise level. As a first approximation, the noise level a-at which we can no longer observe a window of parameter width w is simply proportional to w. If we associate this noise width with the scale of resolution L~sr s used to derive eq. (2-17), then the length 1 = N L~r s of the A(r) curve at a given noise level a-is o~°~'= a-°6°.
(3-13)
We see, then, that the fractal dimension does yield a qualitative measure of the effect of noise on the detailed structure found in A(r) in the chaotic regime. Before concluding this section, we should also mention a different type of chaotic behavior which is encountered whenever a tangent bifurcation occurs. This new phenomenon, which was originally studied in the context of the Lorenz model by Yorke and Yorke [28] and Pomeau and Manneville [291,is characterized by intermittency, or the appearance of noisy bursts in between laminar or periodic sequences. In what follows, we will consider it in the context of tangent bifurcations in systems exhibiting period doubling behavior [31-331.
Consider the third iterate of the map as given by
with F = Rx(x -1) and R = R~= 1 + \/8. For this value of R the map is just tangent to the line x at x= (0.160,0.514,0.956). For R > R~, F°~(x) passes through the line x giving rise to six new fixed points of which three are stable. This phenomenon of tangent bifurcation is responsible for the way in which the periodic windows appear in the chaotic regime [14] .Now consider eq. (3-14) for R slightly smaller than R~. A sequence of third iterates then would generate both a laminar phase (the iterates move slowly in a staircase fashion close to any of the x~, values) and a chaotic burst as the iterates move erratically under the map before being reinjected into any of the xṽalues.
A number of predictions can be made on the basis of this picture. Expanding F°~(x, R) about Xc
and Rõne has
F°~(x, R) x+ (x -x~)+ a~(x -x~) 2 + b~(R-R). (3-15)
Setting y= (x~-x~)/bthe recursion relation for the three-fold iterate takes the form Yn+lYn+aY2n+ (316) with = R-R. For the logistic map a = 68.5. Since the basic step size in the passage near xĩs small the recursion relation near X~is well described by the differential equation
Integrating this equation for >0 gives for the number of steps between y~, 1and Yout,
To find the average length of a laminar region, y1,, is averaged over the probability P~~(y1~) of entering some acceptance region (-G, G) and Yout is set equal to G. So long as G~' V~, it is given by = tanl(G/V /a), (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11) (12) (13) (14) (15) (16) (17) (18) (19) a result obtained if the probability distribution P1~(y~~) is taken to be uniform over (-G, G). In order to look for this intermittent route to chaos in the presence of external noise, one has to study
Here~,, is a Gaussian random variable with (~4) = 5,,~..Proceeding as before, the 3-fold iterate can be represented near the contact point by the Lagevin equation dy/dl = ay 2+ + a-c. (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11) (12) (13) (14) (15) (16) (17) (18) (19) (20) (21) Here~(l) is a Gaussian white noise source such that (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11) (12) (13) (14) (15) (16) (17) (18) (19) (20) (21) (22) and a-is proportional to o~. Introducing the corresponding Fokker-Planck equation, one can solve for the average path length in the presence of noise [31] .Here we consider the scaling limit valid for small . In this limit it can be shown that the average path length in the presence of noise satisfies the scaling relation (1) =~=f(a-2/ 3'2) . 
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As u 2/ 312 vanishes, f goes to a constant and we recover the previous result, eq. (3-19) . For a-2/ 3~'2>1, f(x) -x"3 so that in the limit of large noise (1) -1/a-2'3   (3-24) and a chaotic burst as the iterates were erratically under the mapbefore being reinjected into any of the X~values.
In this section we have described several important effects that additive noise has on the dynamics of the quadratic 1D map. We have also indicated that these can be understood in terms of averaging the dynamics over nearby parameters with an equivalent parametric noise and that the fractal dimension of A(r) gives a qualitative measure of the sensitivity of the bifurcation features to noise. In the next section we shall consider a more quantitative description of the scaling behavior of noise near the accumulation points of period-doubling bifurcations.
Noise as a disordering field
Several features of the A(r) curve shown in fig. 10 allow the definition of a criterion for the lowering of the chaotic threshold. First, as any amount of noise obliterates at some scale the detailed self-similarity near r~, the first positive transition of A near ,~becomes easier to detect. The transition to chaos ( fig. 10) is not only lower than in the deterministic limit ( fig. 3 ), but the slope of the envelope of A (r) at the zero-crossing is no longer infinite. Second, the points of neutral stability (A -0) corresponding to the period-doubling bifurcations below r~,are made more stable by the addition of fluctuations. In fig. 10 , for example, the A (r) curve is smoothed and made more negative, indicating greater stability at the points of bifurcation. These two features taken together make the first positive transition of A unambiguous. Hence, we can define the onset of chaos, r~(o-),as the value of the parameter r at noise level a-for which A (r) first becomes positive. For convenience we will use the normalized parameter F = (r-r~)/r~. From an extensive study of A(r) versus noise level a-, in conjunction with the corresponding bifurcation diagrams, we can summarize the effect of fluctuations on the cascade bifurcation in fig.  17 , which avoids certain ambiguities associated with fig. 9 . Thus we can now follow differing bifurcation paths to the same point in the diagram of fig. 17 unambiguously and without the need for a special transition rule as is the case for fig. 9 .
One feature that becomes apparent in the diagram of fig. 17 is the scaling behavior of the onset of chaos r~(a-)as a function of noise level a-. If we denote by r~(a-)the value of r for which the characteristic exponent becomes positive at fixed noise level, we can write
where y is a critical exponent summarizing the power law behavior of the onset of chaos as a function of noise level and k 0 is a constant of proportionality depending on the periodicity of the cascade. Using eq. (2-11), we have determined the exponent y and constant k0 from numerical experiments to be y=O.82±0.Ol Figure 18 shows a log-log plot of r~versus a-over 12 orders of magnitude in a-. The range in r corresponds, in the deterministic limit, to orbits from period 2to period 216.
If we recall the definition of a-,. as the noise level at which one can observe an orbit of at most period p and if we define r~(a-~) = r, then eq. (2-9) written in terms of the normalized parameter gives
and, also, = 5.
(4-5)
Using eq. (4-1), we then obtain [1] = S~.
(4-6)
Thus for a cascade where one can observe atmost a period of p at a given noise level a-,,, one must reducethe noise level by a factor of 5k" -6.6 in order to resolve a period of 2p• The behavior of A near rĩn the absence and presence of noise as shown in figures 9 and 17, leads to the notion of external fluctuations acting as a disordering field on the deterministic dynamics. As we pointed out in section 2, in the deterministic limit A behaves as a disorder parameter for chaos, with a power law given by eq. (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11) (12) . As the strength of the external noise is increased, A acquires a finite value at r~, while the zero crossing is renormalized according to eq. (4-1). Furthermore, since the presence of a bifurcation gap implies the smearing of bands in the chaotic regime, A will no longer possess an infinite slope at the threshold in the presence of a disordering field. These considerations lead us naturally to expect that at r~,the Lyapunov characteristic exponent A will scale with noise according to
A(r, s) = Aa-°(4-7)
where 0 is a universal exponent which plays a role similar to the isothermal exponent in critical phenomena [34] . Figure 19 shows the dependence of the characteristic exponent at r = rõn the noise level a-. In addition to an overall power law behavior, several "steps" are apparent in the curve of A (a-). The steps are separated by factors of S -j 6.6 in the noise level and correspond to the noise-induced merging of bands. The sequence of probability distributions of fig. 20 illustrates the rescaling of the dynamics by changes in the noise level of factors of~As the noise increases by 5~"from (a) to (b) and again from (b) to (c), the structure of the band probability distribution is seen to be the same, except for a spatial rescaling. Figure 19 also shows that A increases relatively linearly with noise level until bands merge, at which point A levels off with increasing noise level because the probability density changes little. This is verified by the noise bifurcation diagram of fig. 21 which shows 16 bands merging intO 8 and 8 bands merging into 4 at noise levels corresponding to the steps in A(a-) of fig. 19 .
In order to determine the validity of eq. (4) (5) (6) (7) we have measured the change of A at r = r~with increasing noise level over 9 orders of magnitude in a-. As can be seen in fig. 22 , a log-log plot of the data reveals a straight line from which we can extract the values .00 for the period 3 cascade. The deviations from a straight line, seen as groupings of 2 and 3 data points in fig. 22 , are due to the noise-induced bands mergings found in fig. 19 . These results together with the Huberman-Rudnick scaling of the characteristic exponent, eq. (2-12), and recent scaling theories [35,361, and satisfying a scaling behavior, i.e. (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) where aãnd a~are scaling parameters.
F[La~p, L°'~a-] = LF[F~a-],
In particular, when a-= 0, eqs. In order to obtain an explicit relation between T and 0, we can introduce a noise susceptibility X(Fã-) defined as
The magnitude of the noise susceptibility X gives a measure of the sensitivity of the dynamics to the addition of noise. For example, at the transitions to chaos and at points of superstability, X diverges, although nearby it is finite and positive. Actually, near the transition to chaos, the behavior of X is complicated somewhat by the accumulation of self-similar structure. The addition of a small amount of noise, however, truncates this structure so that the nature of the divergence at the transition can be studied in practice. Near r~, then, X should also obey a scaling law ( [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] Using the known values for r and 0, eq. (4-18) yields a prediction for the noise susceptibility critical exponent of w = 0.77. In the previous section we noted that the addition of noise lowered the characteristic exponent at the period-doubling bifurcations. Thus X is negative near period-doubling bifurcations and apparently diverges at this point of bifurcation too. We also pointed out that for a single chaotic band the characteristic exponent is affected very little over a wide range of noise level. In such cases, the noise susceptibility will be very small, if not zero.
The results of this section show that the existence of a homogeneous scaling function F with universal properties leads to scaling relations very similar to those encountered in critical phenomena. In particular, one is able to accurately predict the value of the exponents that relate the effect of external fluctuations on the chaotic behavior of deterministic systems exhibiting period-doubling cascade bifurcations. Recent work [35, 36] points to a renormalization group description of the scaling behavior revealed by the above numerical investigations. In fact, these approaches yield critical exponents in excellent agreement with those reported above.
Concluding remarks
Using the simplest dynamical system which undergoes cascade bifurcations we studied in a quantitative manner the fluctuation effects reported earlier in a system of nonlinear ordinary differential equations [1] . In particular, we have described the fluctuation-induced gap in the cascade bifurcation sequence and the scaling behavior of both the threshold noise and the disordering field. Our investigations provide strong evidence for the consideration of the Lyapunov characteristic exponent as a disorder parameter for chaos. We have also derived the scaling behavior of the effects of fluctuations using results from the universal scaling theory for the period-doubling bifurcation. Thus these results should be relevant to other dynamical systems, including weakly turbulent fluid flows, which undergo cascade bifurcation.
The existence of deterministic models that show chaotic or unpredictable behavior puts in a new light questions on the physical origins of noise processes. With this in mind, we would like to consider the larger context in which this paper should be placed. For models of classical physical systems we can distinguish three types of fluctuation. The first, observational noise, is due to the finite resolution of physical measurements, that is, instrumentation error. Problems associated with observational noise are often considered the province of the mathematical theory of communication, which describes the effect of random errors on a signal representing some physical quantity [37] . When a physical system is in contact with a "heat" bath in which a large number of particles (or degrees of freedom) are excited, a second type of fluctuation, external noise, appears. This second type of noise adds a stochastic force to the dynamical equations and the resulting non-deterministic problem is solved with statistical assumptions and techniques [38] .The Langevin equation describing Brownian motion exemplifies this class of stochastic model. Finally, chaotic dynamical systems exhibit stochasticity or random behavior, although they are completely deterministic. This deterministic randomness is the third type of fluctuation, which we shall call intrinsic noise. It is of interest, for example, to the study of nonlinear differential equations whose phase space descriptions require at least three dimensions.
In current attempts to relate deterministic chaotic models to turbulent physical systems, one of the outstanding problems is the interaction between each of these types of fluctuation. On one hand, noise appears as an everpresent but undesirable artifact which, more often than not, complicates experimentalists' interpretation of their data. On the other hand, from the theoretical point of view, the introduction of fluctuations in a problem implies a simplification of a model. Such an ansatz represents an explicit lower bound on the level of description below which the detailed dynamics are not to be considered. The results we have presented here and previously [1] suggest a role for fluctuations intermediate between the extremes of experimental complexity and theoretical simplicity. We have shown that a broad class of transitions to chaotic behavior can be characterized by its alteration in the presence of thermal-like noise. In principle, this should aid in distinguishing the type of model appropriate to describe observed, random behavior.
Aside from the particular behavior discussed here for the cascade bifurcation, we wish to emphasize the importance of considering fluctuations in modeling turbulent physical systems. From an understanding of the changes induced by fluctuations in the geometry of the phase space flow, one may be able to elucidate the relationship between simple chaotic dynamics and turbulent physical systems, such as turbulent fluid flow [39] and noisy solid state systems [1, 5] . Currently, simple chaotic models serve only as metaphors for turbulent behavior in continuous (infinite dimensional) physical systems. Although one finds electronic and mechanical systems corresponding to chaotic models [40] and recent application of phase space reconstruction techniques to stirred chemical reactions [41] ,there is as yet no direct experimental evidence that chaotic dynamics describes observed random behavior in continuum systems, such as turbulent fluid flow. At present, the comparison of bifurcation sequences of power spectra between experiment and model systems and the reconstruction of phase space pictures provide the only methods of validation of the conjecture. Hopefully, an understanding of the relationship between the three types of fluctuation (observational, external and intrinsic) in model systems will lead to experimental tests which will determine the relevance of chaotic dynamics to noisy physical processes.
We should mention another approach to distinguishing between types of intrinsic noise that is of interest in distinguishing between intrinsic and thermal noise. It considers, first of all, the reconstruction of phase space dynamics from a single experimental variable and then determines the number of independent variables underlying the reconstructed dynamics, that is the intrinsic dimensionality of a phase space description [42, 43] . According to this approach, different types of intrinsic noise require different numbers of phase space dimensions. Thermal noise, considered as a deterministic process, would be characterized by a relatively large number of phase space dimensions. It is still an open question whether practical algorithms can be devised to distinguish between thermal and intrinsic noise when the dimension of the underlying physical process is inherently large. At the present time, there appear to be substantial computational difficulties for the experimental determination of the intrinsic dimension of physical processes even when the dimension is as low as 5 (say), not to mention the problems of visualizing a chaotic attractor of that dimension with the reconstruction techniques currently proposed. The utility of these techniques will probably be limited in answering questions about the interaction of thermal noise and chaotic dynamics. Nonetheless, the conceptual framework that these techniques provide allows one to understand the transition from low dimensional chaotic dynamics to high dimensional, deterministic, thermal-like noise processes.
From a different perspective, Ruelle [44] and Shaw [19] estimate that the time necessary for a thermal fluctuation to affect the macroscopic motion of fully-developed turbulence in a fluid is relatively short, being on the order of seconds for air. Ruelle concludes, however, that in this regime, because thermal fluctuations must compete with many other perturbations of similar energy which are also amplified by the flow, changes in the level of thermal fluctuations would probably not be experimentally observable. In the weakly turbulent regime though, the changes in the level of thermal fluctuations could be quite noticeable, as suggested by our results on the cascade bifurcation to chaos. Fluctuations are of interest from a mathematical point of view, thermal fluctuations may also play an important role in selecting the relevant stationary measure on the chaotic attractor describing turbulence. In principle, there are many such measures, but, as Kifer [45] has shown for Axiom-A systems, only one is stable under small stochastic perturbations.
The picture of microscopic fluctuations determining macroscopic behavior is one that is generally associated with locally unstable or chaotic dynamics. Shaw [19] develops this notion by considering chaotic dynamical systems as sources of information; this information originates in the microscales beyond experimental resolution. He discusses the unpredictability of chaotic systems in terms of finite measurement resolution, or observational noise, to use the above terminology. As an example, he estimates how long it takes a chaotic system to become unpredictable. If the state of a system can be determined to within some finite resolution a-(measured relative to the total number of resolvable states) and if one knows a priori the information loss rate A 0 (such as the maximum Lyapunov characteristic exponent), then the system is effectively unpredictable a time t = ln(cr)/Ao after a measurement. As a first approximation to an observation theory of chaos, this argument raises an interesting question for experimentalists: Without knowing the rate of information loss, how can the As an explicit example of the relationship between thermal-like fluctuations and intrinsic noise, we have studied a model exhibiting chaotic behavior, eq. (3-1), which included a stochastic force. This "thermal fluctuation" term was in practice a deterministic pseudo-random number generator implemented on a digital computer. Its iterative algorithm was operated on a different time scale than the ID map in order to let the correlations die out and so give the desired statistics. This time scale is determined by the degree of randomness of the algorithm which can be measured with a characteristic exponent, that is, a measure of the divergence of nearby states. The introduction of pseudo-random noise imposed a scale of resolution below which we did not consider the dynamics. This "thermal" noise was characterized by suitable statistical quantities, such as the mean and standard deviation, although it was a deterministic process. From the opposite perspective, this suggests that in pursuing the understanding of a noisy physical process to finer degrees of resolution, the "noise source" may appear as a deterministic nonlinear system with chaotic dynamics. This certainly was the case for our numerical experiments. Figures 9 and 17 summarize the observable periods at a given noise level and periodicity, as is seen in figures Al and A2. An important feature revealed by the Poincaré sections is that the fluctuations spread out the orbits more along the "soft" directions within the attractor (the unstable manifold) than in the transverse directions (stable manifold), along which orbits contract very rapidly onto the attractor. The explanation for the induced transition to chaos with increasing noise level, then, is that the fluctuations fill out the folds of the attractor, causing the orbits to describe a geometry which is effectively chaotic. The existence of such folding geometry cannot be easily inferred from the bifurcation diagrams of the 1D map.
